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Avral Tramigo is a localization solution for Macromedia Flash MX developers and translators. It allows
you to translate Flash MX SWF files into foreign languages in three easy steps: extraction,

translation, and generation. The software was designed to be simple and intuitive and consists of
several easy-to-use windows that allow you to manage multiple projects, manage text items, create

or edit new project files, run translations, and export files or text to other formats. This package
includes version 3.5 of the Avral Tramigo software. The software is priced at the same as it was in

2005. Here are some key features of Avral Tramigo 3.5: ￭ Support of external translations - the
software uses a user-friendly text editor to support efficient and convenient translation of SWF files.
￭ Support of external text processing - the software uses BCP (Burrow Copier) to copy text from a
translation project to another file, which allows you to easily create translation projects using XML
templates. ￭ New GUI elements - the software uses a new user interface that supports numerous

options and simplifies daily tasks by providing more controls and convenient navigation. ￭ Printing
support - the software now supports more than one output formats and supports full PDF

functionality. ￭ New User Control for Email Reporting - the software now supports a full customizable
report generator and allows you to mail projects to testers using a pre-configured SMTP server. ￭

New Default Settings - the software uses default settings which make it easier for you to start
working with the software immediately. ￭ Improved Translation Quality - the software provides many
tools to improve translation quality including a Change Notification feature that allows a translator to
automatically notify a translator or developer of changes in the source text. ￭ Changed Translation

Features - the software now supports the use of embedded characters to view and edit strings
containing Unicode characters. ￭ Integration with Flash MX 4 - the software now works with all Flash

MX 4 projects and allows you to extract text from them. If you have any questions or comments
please mail us. Avral Tramigo Support Information: As with the original version of Tramigo, a full

range of support and update services is provided to Avral Tramigo users. If you have any problems
with the software, we will be happy to assist you. Support is provided over the Internet, by e-mail,

telephone,
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Tramigo is a localization solution for Macromedia Flash MX users and Flash professionals. It simplifies
the translation and review process and gives you full control over the quality of translations. It is

software that allows you to translate SWF file text in 3 simple steps. If you translate a text item, the
resulting file contains a ForeignLocaleNames.xml file containing all translated text. You can locate

this file in a translation project file and use it to import the project into a single-file SWF file. Finally,
you can add a call to the loadVariables method to load the text into the new single-file SWF file. In

short, you can use it to create localization projects of any size and complexity. You can easily locate
every text item in these projects and you can assign different status to them. You can also mark the
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translated text as required by a reviewer, automate the process of translation or check the
translation manually. You can also check the overall quality of your project (number of translation

errors) and monitor its progress. The software even lets you export your projects as an.epub file so
that your translations are easy to find and to use. Tramigo integrates well with Macromedia Flash
MX, allowing you to extract the text from SWF files with maximum efficiency and accuracy. Using

Tramigo, you can change the following: ￭ Text of Flash projects: You can create translated versions
of existing projects and edit the text of any text item (mxml or as) in the projects. You can even

change the font size, font name, style, frames, objects, effects, colors and line spacing. You can, of
course, translate all or part of the text at the same time. You can also select and copy text from

other Flash files (for example the code). ￭ Translator preferences: The program lets you customize
the translator. You can set preferences for: ￭ Preferences: ￭ File type: You can use Unicode or non-

Unicode file formats to input and output translations. ￭ Maximum line length: You can set a
maximum line length of 20,000 characters for the translator. ￭ Switch to Unicode after Unicode
conversion: You can convert the project's Unicode text to the Windows ANSI code page before

creating the project. ￭ Translation: You can select the number of required translations (default is one
required translation). You can assign the following status to b7e8fdf5c8
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Tramigo provides an easy-to-use tool to localize Flash files (e.g. video, buttons, etc.) into any foreign
language. Besides the pros mentioned in the "Features" section, you can also use "Tramigo Rights"
feature to protect your products by associating some properties with translation projects. If you
decide to distribute your product with Tramigo, you will get a Free Trial period for 1 month of usage.
Using Tramigo ￭ Download Tramigo from www.avral.net ￭ Using the software is straightforward and
simple. You are asked to select the language you want to translate and the flash file for which you
want to create localized files and then select a text item in the flash file to translate. This basic task
is done in just a few steps: ￭ Setting up the translation project ￭ Extracting text from the SWF file ￭
Translation ￭ Producing localized SWF file The first two steps are done outside of Flash and they can
be performed by different people, for example step 1 can be done by a Flash developer using a
professional translator to do step 2. Also, these steps are flexible enough to accommodate your
needs. The second step is done inside of Flash, where you do the following: ￭ Extracting translated
text ￭ Add the translated text to the project ￭ Save and Close the project. This process is very
flexible and allows you to create SWF files that contain multiple translations. For example, you can
create a new SWF file that contains the translated text for your SWF file plus some extra translated
text, such as a message that says "Your translation was successful". Such SWF file can then be
called in a separate Flash application to make it available in a variety of languages. After you have
translated the source text, you can save it to a new flash file or generate an external text file, where
you can keep the translated text for later reuse. You are free to preview the results at any time. You
can either run a Flash file that contains the localized SWF file or load it from a text file. Tramigo
supports both approaches and gives you full control over the results. The following are the ways of
producing localized SWF files using Tramigo: ￭ Extracting SWF file from an external document ￭
Generating SWF file from an external text

What's New In Avral Tramigo?

Avral Tramigo is a free Flash MX localization solution. It allows you to translate Flash MX SWF files
into foreign languages in a few simple steps: ￭ Extraction: Using Avral Tramigo, you extract
translatable text from a Flash MX SWF file into a translation project. ￭ Translation: Using Avral
Tramigo, you translate the original text into the desired language. Note that Tramigo is not a
machine (automatic) translation tool and you have full control over the quality of translations. ￭
Generation: Using Avral Tramigo, you do the following: (a) create a new SWF file with translated text
in it, or (b) create an external text file with translations that can be loaded at run-time. All of this is
done outside of Flash and you don't even need to have Flash installed. These steps can be done by
different people, for example steps can be done by a Flash developer using a professional translator
to do step 2. This allows you to have a Flash localization workflow that fits in with how you work.
Avral Tramigo uses Unicode-related features in Flash MX. For example, you can create SWF files with
text in diverse languages such as English, Japanese, Greek and Russian - all in one file. Avral
Tramigo supports both internal and external translation approaches. The internal translation
approach allows you to create a new (foreign language) version of the SWF file. The external
translation approach allows you to create a text file from which translated text can be loaded at run-
time using a call to the ActionScript function loadVariables or using the load method of a LoadVars
object. Depending on the nature of your Flash project, one approach may be more attractive than
the other. Tramigo supports both approaches and gives you full flexibility and power. Simple user
interface and easy navigation. The list control allows you to sort all text items in a translation project
by different criteria (status, source text and text item ID) and uses graphical symbols to visually
present text item's status. Special buttons allow you to find items that need your attention very
quickly. You can also use "Find" and "Find Next" features to search the project using several criteria.
Full multilingual Flash support leveraging Unicode-related features in Flash MX. For example, you can
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create SWF files with text in diverse languages such as English, Japanese, Greek and Russian - all
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System Requirements:

Minimum system requirements are as follows. *RAM should be at least 2 GB, and at least 4 GB is
recommended. · Windows 10, Windows 8.1, or Windows 8 · Processor 2.5 GHz Intel Core i5 or AMD
equivalent · At least 2 GB of RAM *A video card with at least 1 GB of RAM is highly recommended. 8.
Dynamic Game Difficulty Adjustment System The e-Sports series includes a Game Difficulty
Adjustment System to help new and seasoned gamers experience the game at
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